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Smiths Falls’ Brooke Henderson
celebrates her win at the 2022 LPGA
Amundi Evian Championship in France.
Photo from Facebook

Our Champs
Smith Falls’ Henderson
Making a Hobby of
Final-Stroke Wins

July is probably our most patriotic month.
Kicking off with Canada Day doesn’t hurt, but this
year it also included an extra hit of maple
courtesy of Brooke Henderson who won her 12th
LPGA tournament and the second major title of
her career on July 24.
The 24-year-old native of Smiths Falls birdied
the 18th hole to finish at 17-under and won the
Evian Championship in Évian-les-Bains, France.
With a total overall event purse of $6.5 million,
Henderson’s victory earned her a record-setting
$1 million payday.
Although struggling at times during Sunday
play – bogeying Hole 1 and double-bogeying Hole
6 including an horrendous four-putt – birdies on
three of her final five holes including the par 5
18th lifted her to even on the day and a one
stroke win over American rookie Sophia Shubert.
A frequent duffer at Rideau Lakes Golf and
Country Club between Westport and Newboro,

Henderson has been hotter than the Our Lakes’
weather of late. On June 12, she won Acer’s 2022
ShopRite LPGA Classic in New Jersey. She finished 12
under par earning her $262,500. Just like in France,
it came down to the final stroke – in this case an
unbelievable eagle in a playoff to secure the win
over Lindsey Weaver-Wright. Clutch under
pressure… Well done, Brooke! Well done, Smiths
Falls!
Well done also to you amazing folks who have
been sending in your fishing photos to
editor@ourlakes.ca. Either as part of our virtual
derby or through our annual photo contest (that one
will be returning near the end of 2022 so make sure
to tuck a few favourites away and you could win a
prize or two), we’ve accumulated a fine collection,
hope you enjoy what we’ve put together in a fishy
installment of reader photos. Congrats to Susan of
Buck Lake who won the sewing machine in the first
round of our Subscribe & Win contest.
Thanks for a great month to you our readers,
advertisers and donors. Your positive feedback,
social media Likes & Shares, and of course donations
are greatly appreciated. If you like what you read
and would like to help, please send an E-transfer to
john@curranandassociates.com. JC
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Fishy
Fun

Photo by Susan Curran
Debbie Michea made a welcome return
to fishing on Buck Lake following a
three-year absence.

We are smackdab in the
middle of what amounts to the
best time of the year for many
around Our Lakes – fishing
season!
Both through our virtual
derby and our annual photo
contest (that one will be
returning near the end of 2022
so make sure to tuck a few
favourites away and you could
win a prize or two), we’ve
accumulated a fine collection of
fishy photos. They are presented
here in no particular order for
your enjoyment. Thanks to all
who have submitted shots for
publication. If you would like to
send us something to consider,
please email a full resolution
.jpg file to editor@ourlakes.ca.
Thomas releases a great Buck Lake bass.
Photo by Lynne Hendry

Photo by Christine Muchmore, Bobs Lake.

Wendy Hinch Loughborough Lake.
Photo by Jim Hinch

Our publisher juggles a
walleye on City Boy Lake.
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So which lakes are

Our Lakes?
13 Island Lake
14 Island Lake
Big Salmon Lake
Birch Lake
Bobs & Crow Lakes
Buck Lake
Bulls Eye Lake
Charleston Lake
Clear Lake
Collins Lake
Desert Lake
Devil Lake
Dog & Cranberry Lakes
Elbow Lake
Gananoque Lake
Howes Lake
Inverary Lake
Knowlton Lake
Lake Ontario
Little Long Lake
Loon Lake
Loughborough Lake
Newboro Lake
North Otter Lake
Opinicon Lake
Pearkes Lake
Potspoon Lake
Rideau Lakes
Sand Lake
Sydenham Lake
Thirty Island Lake
Traverse Lake
Upper & Lower Rock Lakes
Wolfe Lake
& Others, too!
No matter where you enjoy
the Frontenac Arch
waterfront, we invite your
comments and submissions
for articles, photos or
announcements. All written
submissions must be
compatible with MS Word.
We reserve the right to edit
for space, clarity, and
good taste. Email
editor@ourlakes.ca.

Photo by Louis Bumbala
A curious Bella and proud Lisa celebrate her catch: A beautiful
though often elusive Buck Lake trout.

Continued: Local Laker Aces
Photo by
Christine Youngman
Colin calmly poses
after landing a bit
of a surprise in the
form of an early
season trout.
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Continued: Fun For All

Another energetic
hammer-handle at
Susan’s secret spot.

Photo by Lynne Hendry
Supper is taken care of
after a great day on the
water!
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Continued: Tops Around Our Lakes
Photo by Lynne Hendry
Janet caught this monster just out from her dock
on Buck Lake – thanks to her cousin Will for
helping to display it.
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Honour Among Wake Thieves
Surfing the Big Lake
Means Big Waves
Story by David Vandermeer
with photos by Phill Yendt
I took a lesson on wake thieving! (I assure
you; it was all within the law… sort of, wink.)

Photo courtesy of

Wake thieving is when you use the wake
of a passing boat, that is the waves that a
boat makes from dispersing the water as it
drives forward, to surf with your foil board.
You can thieve a wake using a motorless foil
board, but I choose to use the convenience
of an eFoil. There is no rope involved – there
is enough power between the wave’s crest
and trough to ride it with a foil on your own.
I had seen my friend Phill, on social media,
riding (surfing) the waves of small yachts,
tour boats and even large ocean liners and I
knew this was a must try for me. I contacted
him and asked if I could have a lesson and he
gladly offered to take me out. The next day, I
woke up bright and early and drove to
Kingston from Ottawa to get in for a morning

Michael Kaplan

eFoil session. When arriving, the weather was not
cooperating as well as the forecast predicted but I
hadn’t driven two hours to let a little rain deter me
from riding.
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Continued: Start on a Smaller Wake
On a plus note, Phill’s friends Tom and Ken
joined us for the session adding to the fun of
heading out on our mission to thieve the waves
of large Lake Ontario boats!
The first boat we found in the harbour was a
small tour boat. We took aim and the four of us
zipped over toward it on our eFoils. The waves
the boat produced were not that large and so
perfect for me to begin to get the feeling of
finding where in the wave the power comes
from. As I was finding the power zone in the
wave, I was also having to be aware of the
throttle as you have to start letting off the
throttle/power as the wave becomes the power
source of your foil.

wave. For me, bending my knees and spreading my
arms out seemed to help with my balance, too.
While I was having fun learning how to thieve a
boat wave, Phill looked like he had done it a hundred
times and was surfing around on the wave like a pro.
I was glad to see Tom and Ken, while riding waves
better than me, also having some wipe outs.

I would last for only a few seconds before I
would either ride too high on the wave, breach
my board or lose power by going too low in the
wave. Either of these can cause a sudden wipe
out. Once you do fall, you want to get back on
your board as quickly as possible to catch up
with the boat again.

While we were riding behind the small tour boat, a
large yacht came by. These waves looked at least
twice as big. We abandoned the ship, sort of
speaking, and headed over. These waves were
awesome! If I had better skill I would have loved to
ride those waves for hours.

A tip or a technique that I was given was that,
while in the wake and feeling like you are
getting either too high or too low in the wave,
you can add a pumping motion, similar to ocean
surfing, to keep yourself going. Also similarly to
surfing, you can use a carving or surfing motion
back and forth to find the power zone of the

As I kept falling while learning, we quickly lost
sight of the yacht. So we headed back to the harbour
to wait for the next large boat to leave. After about a
15-minute wait we found another boat. This one
threw a massive wake, the biggest waves yet – a little
too much for my skill level. I did not last very long on
each surf before falling, but I loved every moment of
it even while I crashed into the water.

There are a couple of
important rules to remember
when wake thieving. The most
critical thing is to stay far back from
the boat you are following or whose
waves you are surfing/thieving. You can
ride many waves back from the boat.
Meaning, you should not be riding the
first wave from the boat. Depending on
the boat, you can ride the fifth wave
back or sometimes one even further. I
strongly encourage a lesson from
someone or that you do some
research online before
trying this alone.

I rode Phill’s board. It is a Lift 3F, 4-foot 9-inch
board with a large 300 surf wing (1935 cm2). It
performed beautifully. I particularly liked the large
wing on the wake. It allowed me lots of lift as well as
the ability to carve. Lift’s super responsive remote
also helped in depowering into the wake.
After a time, our batteries had indicated that we
should head back. We pulled the eFoils out of the
water. Dismantled the boards and shared some tips
and stories from our ride out. What a great way to
spend a morning. I have a new outlook on the waves
from the wake of a boat and look forward to thieving
them again.
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Colourful
Critters
July 13 (clockwise from top
left) – Five-banded thynnid
wasp.
July 12 – Zebra jumping
spider.
July 12 – A meadowhawk
dragonfly.
July 12 – Asparagus beetles.
July 24 – Red-banded
leafhopper.
Roger Lupton is a retired high school
Biology and Chemistry teacher. Now former
world traveler (due to Covid-19), cook,
bottle-washer, photographer, fisherman,
hunter, archaeology assistant, rough
carpenter, American Flyer electric train
buff, and Manchester United fan. You can
enjoy more of his photos here on Flickr.
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Subscribe &
Win With
Our Lakes
We’re looking to build our subscriber base,
you could win one of four amazing prizes for
taking out a free subscription, like Susan of Buck
Lake who won the Sewing Machine in July.

Visit OurLakes.ca and join today!
Prizes may not be exactly as pictured but include: Click & Grow 3 indoor garden system, framed limited edition Northern
Lights Ducks Unlimited print, framed limited edition Morning Mist Ducks Unlimited print,
Brother CS6000i computerized sewing and quilting machine, & Husqvarna 326AI25 power ice auger with 8-inch blade.
No deadline is set for specific draw dates. Winners will be notified via email & draws will take place as certain
thresholds are met in terms of total email subscribers. Call 613-331-4444 if you have any questions.
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To access a larger, browser-based version of this graphic, visit the Visual Capitalist.
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Image courtesy of
Watersheds Canada

Stay Natural
through crawling movements only and survive by
feeding on whatever blood-flowing creatures are
available, humans included.
There are around 40 species of ticks in Canada
which range in size from a pinhead to a dime. Ticks
are present across Canada, living in wooded areas,
tall grasses, and under leaf litter. Ticks can be
present in urbanized green spaces as well as rural
ones and everything in between. They become

Stay Safe Around Ticks
by Sam Cunningham, Watersheds Canada
Ticks will be out in full force this fall and it is
important to understand their life cycle and the
threats they pose to people and pets so your family
can stay safe. Ticks are a member of the arachnid
family, like scorpions and spiders. They move
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Photo by Getty Images,
Courtesy of Watersheds Canada

Continued: Some Ticks Live Up To 3 Years
active at 4⁰C and above, year-round, and their full
life-cycle can last up to three years.

treatments, and more, check out the Government of
Canada’s website. If you have been in an area known
for Lyme disease and were bitten or have started
Some tick species pose health risks. The main
experiencing symptoms, go see a healthcare provider
species that can transmit Lyme disease are the
right away. Tell them where you were when you got
black-legged tick (Ixodes scapularis), also called the
exposed, and if applicable how long the tick was
deer tick, which is found across Canada, and the
attached to you. The earlier Lyme disease is treated, the
western black-legged tick (Ixodes pacificus) which is
better as antibiotics given in early stages have proved
specific to British Columbia. However, there are
more successful.
other tick species that can also transmit diseases.
If you catch a tick attached to you do not panic! Not
To transmit Lyme disease to humans, the tick
every
tick carries a disease. Do not rip the tick off or
usually is attached for a minimum of 24 hours.
burn it or smother it with Vaseline, as these actions will
Lyme disease is an infectious disease caused by not help. Instead, use clean fine tipped-tweezers as
B. burgdorferi bacteria transmitted from infected
available, or a tick pick (like this one) and firmly grasp
ticks to humans or animals. Symptoms typically
the tick as close to the skin as you can get. Gently, pull
appear three to 30-plus days after the initial bite
away from the skin. The goal is to get the entirety of the
has occurred. For Lyme disease risks, symptoms,
tick out in one attempt. If this does not happen,

Hardware & Auto
Tech Sales &
Service
All Types

139 Main Street Seeley’s Bay 613-978-3474
info@FishermansHardwareAndAuto.shop
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Continued: Try to Get all the Tick Bits
attempt to get the remaining tick-bits out of the
skin with tweezers.

Photo by Getty Images,
Courtesy of Watersheds Canada

Once the tick has been removed DO NOT crush
the tick between your fingers, as this is incredibly
unsanitary and could be unsafe if it is an infected
tick. Instead try the “contain and kill” method. For
example, put the tick in a container with alcohol
and encase it in tape. Before disposing of the tick,
take clear, detailed photos showing it from
different angles. This will help in identifying it
through public databases, or through various
online sources like Tick Awareness Canada,
CanLyme, or Biological Survey of Canada.
The best method to deal with ticks is prevention.
With climate change, tick habitat is expanding and
changing. Since ticks can tolerate and thrive in such
a wide variety of environments, it is unlikely that
naturalized shorelines encourage tick habitat any
more than a grassy lawn does. This sounds

counter-intuitive, but some studies have shown the
ability of composition and biodiversity of habitat
areas to limit and regulate tick abundance. So, in
addition to the other benefits of natural shorelines

This ad has been graciously donated by Westholme Graphics.
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Continued: Constant Vigilance Critical
like water filtration, erosion prevention, and
providing important aquatic and terrestrial
habitat, they also might be able to keep the ticks
at bay (or at least not get worse)!
Encountering ticks is inevitable when you are
outdoors. Here are some tips you can follow to
help keep the ticks away:
• Wear closed toed shoes and tall socks. Even

better, tuck your pants into the socks and your
(long-sleeved) shirt into the pants.
• Use Deet or Icaridin-based bug sprays when

spending time in tick habitat.
• Many people treat their outdoor shoes,

camping gear, etc. to repel ticks.

• Wear light colours, which keeps you cool, attracts

fewer mosquitos, and makes it easier to spot ticks.
More important than what you wear, make sure
you have a plan on what you do when you take
clothing off. Tick checks are critical to safety after
spending time outdoors, no matter the location. Ticks
can attach to your skin, clothing, shoes, gear, and
most materials. It is good practice to leave as much as
you can outside the home in a garage or storage area
until you can check it over for tick hitchhikers.
Clothing can be placed in the dryer on the highest
setting for a minimum of 10 minutes to kill any ticks
present. While your clothes take a tumble, consider
showering. Taking a shower within two hours of
coming indoors has been shown to significantly
reduce the risk of getting Lyme disease. It washes off
17

Continued: Shower Off Any Loose Ticks
any loose ticks and provides a great
opportunity to check out other parts
of your body where ticks prefer to
hide (elbows, armpits, ears, etc.). Do
not forget to check over your dog or
pets that also spend time outside!
Ticks and Lyme disease are not just a
threat to humans.
For other tick-prevention actions,
stick to paths or trails both on and
off your property, including to the
dock or shoreline. You can better
protect yourself on these paths by
laying down gravel or wood chips,
providing a buffer between your
path and surrounding vegetation.
You can also help by trimming areas
along frequented pathways to
prevent the risk of you brushing up
against branches and brush. Ticks
can also hitchhike in firewood
brought from outside, so do your
best to only bring it inside the house
when you are ready to burn it.

Photo by Getty Images,
Courtesy of Watersheds Canada

Follow the available tick
prevention tips, contact
Watersheds Canada’s Natural
Edge Program for native species
planting details, and stay safe
while enjoying the outdoors!
Additional Resources

Keeping constant vigilance is key
to keeping ticks off your skin and
out of your house. Prevention is
easier than treatment, and when
you know better you can do better!

1. Provincial Lyme disease
information and resources:
canada.ca/en/publichealth/services/diseases/lym
e-disease/provincialterritorial-resources.html;

Your concerns about ticks do not
have to keep you from naturalizing
your shoreline or keeping up your
current one.

2. A Detailed Guide to Avoiding
Ticks: halifaxtrails.ca/blog/adetailed-guide-to-avoidingticks; and,
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3. You, Your Pets, and Ticks:
ticktalkcanada.com.
About Watersheds Canada
Watersheds Canada is a
national non-profit charitable
organization that works with
landowners, communities, and
organizations to enhance and
protect lakes and rivers through
developing effective and
transferable long-term solutions.
Watersheds Canada envisions
people caring for their waters,
resulting in clean, healthy lakes
and rivers to support humans and
wildlife for years to come. Learn
more at Watersheds.ca.

Corndogs, Carnies
and Country Life
Community
Agricultural Fairs
Make Triumphant
Comeback in 2022
Rides, games, food, animals,
attractions, contests and all manner
of fun – around Our Lakes fairs are
back and the excitement is palpable.
Following a lengthy COVIDinduced hiatus there is pent up
appreciation for these traditional
events, but few realize how long the
holding of these community
celebrations goes back.
“In the 1700s the British crossed
the agricultural improvement
society with the traditional trade
fair/carnival and agricultural fairs
were born,” writes Guy Scott,
Ontario Association of Agricultural
Societies (OAAS) Past President.
“The concept of fairs soon
flourished in agrarian North
America. In Canada, the first
agricultural society was formed in
1765 in Nova Scotia. Ontario
followed suit in 1792 with the
Agricultural Society of Upper Canada
based at Niagara on the Lake … After
a few false starts, the system of
agricultural societies and their fairs
spread all over Ontario in the 1800s.
They were organized by county and
township and at one time numbered
over 500 in Ontario alone … Fairs

Photo courtesy of the Parham Fair

have changed since their
inception, but they still carry on
their mandate of promoting
agriculture and the rural
lifestyle.”
Here’s a rundown of several
of the long-running fairs around
Our Lakes and when they’ll
occur this year.
The 158th Lansdowne Fair
was one of the first to return,
July 15-17. Bringing with it the
rides and games of the midway,
Lansdowne also featured a lively
grandstand and kids events
ranging from a chainsaw
challenge and human strength
show to pie eating and lemon
sucking. A demolition derby,
cow chip bingo, antique
tractors, truck pulls and a
demonstration by the birds of
the Canadian Raptor
Conservancy were peppered
over the three days.
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The 156th Lombardy Fair
just happened July 29-31 and
similar goings-on brought the
crowds out all three days with
something for everyone. “We
offer lots of exciting events and
exhibits in the barn,” stated the
organizers.
“Take in the exciting bashup, bang-up demolition derby;
the annual contest of strength
with the antique tractor, farm
stock and lawn and garden
tractor pull and modified class;
4x4 truck pulls and modified
class (open to all local pullers).
The ever-popular annual 4-H
Club dairy achievement day…
Like it a little quieter? Sit and
enjoy yourself in our beautiful
tree-shaded park complete
with picnic tables where you
can enjoy on-going
entertainment of a wide variety
on the park stage daily.”

Photo courtesy of the Maberly Fair

Continued: Almost Two Centuries On
The 187th Napanee Fair is slated for Aug. 3-6
at the Napanee Fairgrounds on York Street. The
midway opens Friday at 4 p.m., with a tractor
and truck pull and later a comedy hypnotist
show. Saturday the midway opens at 11 a.m.,
along with the mini king and queen contest.
Other events and shows include Sunday night’s
country music concert with Wes Mack and
Johnson Crook and Monday’s lawn mower races
and late afternoon demolition derby.

handicraft and competition was keen. That’s how
the Maberly Agricultural Fair started,” say
community organizers. There’s something to do
or be seen for everyone with horse draws, pony
pulls, light horse and pony show; cattle, sheep,
swine, poultry, fowl and eggs; antique farm
machinery; produce, flowers, baked goods,
syrups, honey and bee’s wax; crafts, art, exhibits,
music, entertainment, races; as well as youth’s
work and senior’s section.

The Parham Fair returns in full force Aug. 1920 with all the traditional agricultural fun and
festivities. In addition, 2022 sees a goat show (in
memory of former President Glenn Stinson)
added to the itinerary as well as new food
vendors and a Parham Fair Ice Cream booth.
Lowery Mills Band will be performing Saturday
night immediately after the demolition derby.

The 199th Quinte Exhibition takes place in
Belleville Sept. 1-4. In addition to the midway,
food and entertainment, folks can expect butter
tart, chocolate chip cookie and quilting
competitions as in past years. Livestock
competitions and all sorts of machinery will be
onsite for demolition derby action and multiple
truck and tractor pull classes.

The Maberly Fair returns Aug. 27 billing itself
as, “The greatest little agricultural fair in
Ontario since 1882,” to which, “farmers (have)
brought their choice fruits, vegetables and
livestock to vie against each other for prizes
annually. The women too brought their butter,
eggs, soap, hand pieced quilts and all forms of

Celebrating 175 years, the Perth Fair takes
centre stage Sept. 2-5. With rides, games and the
full complement of agricultural contests and
confection items, it is hosted by the Perth and
District Agricultural Society over Labour Day
weekend each year. The grandstand is always a
great place to be at this annual tradition and 2022
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Photo courtesy of the Kingston Fall Fair

Continued: Fun Midway Rides & Games
is no different with performances already
planned by The Ramblers on Saturday and
Harry, Henry, Cheryl, and Friends ahead of
headliners Ambush who close the show
Sunday night.

Photo courtesy of the Perth Fair

And finally, the 190th Kingston Fall Fair
takes place Sept. 15-18. All the thrills of the
midway rides as well as games of skill and
chance entertain the masses when the
monster trucks, demolition derbies and
motocross stunt shows aren’t happening in
front of the grandstand. Innumerable
livestock, crop, baking and craft contests are
held over the four days of fun with plenty of
pony rides and other activities for the young
and the young at heart.
See you at the fair somewhere!
21
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A Century
of Service
It’s hard to precisely determine the
age of turtles as the markers on their
shells used by researchers to do this
eventually wear off over time. A large
snapping turtle like the one shown
here swimming in Buck Lake could be
anywhere from 60 to more than 100
years old. They are the janitors of our
lakes as they consume rotting material
from the water which would otherwise
lead to contamination issues. We are
the biggest threat to these
prehistoric reptiles. Through habitat
loss, road mortality and poaching all
eight turtles in Ontario are now
considered Species at Risk.

Looking for more Our Lakes?
Check Out Our Archives
Click on the individual covers below to access previous issues
or visit ourlakes.ca/current-and-back-issues/
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Loons
Abound
A recent long-distance visual survey of the
South Arm of Buck Lake conducted in July by a
group of Our Lakes readers noted no fewer than
13 loons in a single pass cruising around one end
and down to the other.
The grassroots count included three chicks – a
larger single baby off the back of Pulpit Island and
a pair of tiny siblings in the area of Bear Creek –
all were with their parents, which seemed healthy
and quite engaged with their young.
“Unfortunately our vessel wouldn’t fit through
the culvert so we couldn’t do the North Arm at
the same time,” said one participant. “It was great
seeing all of the chicks; one looks extremely
healthy but the other two are late bloomers. I
hope they make it in time for their fall migration.
“Just a reminder to keep your distance and
resist the urge to cruise up close to the young
ones for easy photo ops … those photos may be
cute but when you interfere with young loons you
risk their lives and future well-being.”

To access a larger, browser-based version of this
graphic, visit the Visual Capitalist.
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Image courtesy of Kelly Prescott

Beach Bash a Beginning
Sharbot Lakers Initiate
Push for Country Music
Hall of Fame with Concert
Members of the Sharbot Lake Business Group
(SLBG) have a clear goal, they want to make
country music as much a part of their
community’s brand as pickleball.
It shouldn’t be that hard of a sell according to
SLBG Promoter Ken Fisher. “Country music is a
religion around here,” he exclaimed. “The
highlight of our Canada Day celebrations every
year is always a country music concert.”

Image courtesy of Brian John Harwood

changes in real estate markets resulting from
COVID and the push many urbanites have
undertaken to live in the country. “This is the last
green space in southern Ontario … Where is the
culture going with prices doubling and new
people moving in?”

The genre’s popularity cuts across racial and
class divides and unifies everyone in a way that
only music can. It’s engrained in the culture on a
level that can’t be underestimated, he added.

Country music could be the key to bridging that
divide and the SLBG believes that getting the
Ontario Country Music Hall of Fame located
within its community would cement that bond to

“There’s a sense of the passage of time leaving
people behind here,” he said pointing to the
25

Calling All Lake & Road Associations

Wants to
Partner
With You!
Grow your reach, open new avenues for member recruitment,
build your group’s profile within your lake community as well as
the broader area and enhance the value proposition for
the lifeblood of your organization – your members!
•
•
•

Submit a monthly column for
publication in the issue
Enjoy a free display ad to help
attract new members
Promote your events, citizen
scientist opportunities, and other
association activities for free

•
•
•

Get a free subscription to Our Lakes
for every member of your organization
Help build awareness of the good
things happening around the area
Encourage lake stewardship among
your members and the broader
community at large

Contact John Curran, Publisher
publisher@ourlakes.ca
613-331-4444
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Continued: Tickets Available Now
say nothing of the tourism and other related socioeconomic benefits. They aren’t alone either, the
Country Music Association of Ontario has agreed
to test the waters with at least one toe and will
assist with a series of concerts – starting with this
year’s BBQ Beach Bash, Aug. 20.
The line-up includes rising stars Kelly Prescott,
Brian John Harwood, Gabrielle Goulet and Kelsi
Mayne. Tickets are $25 (it’s also bring-your-ownchair) and are available now through
www.cmaontario.ca. The proceeds from the show
will serve as seed money to help fund the fleshing
out of the Hall of Fame initiative as well as concept
research and promotion.

Image courtesy of Brian John Harwood

It will be a wild show given the four performers
slated to take the stage. Starting with headliner
Kelly Prescott, who according to her website her
fate as a country star was pretty much sealed in
the womb. She is a third-generation singersongwriter and bona fide country music blueblood.

Relax, Unwind And Be Pampered
Beauty Industry Experts Since ’95
New Path Spa offers high quality facial and body
treatments to suit your needs. We welcome you to
reconnect with a sense of total wellbeing through
the ritual of renewed relaxation. Each of our guests
will experience a customized pampering from highly
qualified therapists in our Covid-safe sanctuary.
Come see Magda, Taylor,
Andrea and Anne today!
729 Gardiners Road
Kingston, ON K7M 3Y5

(613) 634-9611
newpathspa.com
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Photo courtesy of SLBG
The beach where this month’s BBQ Bash will happen.

Continued: Great Artists

She released her third EP – Cloud 9 – as she was finishing a major
arena tour. Its lead single Convertible is described as a rip-snortin’
honky-tonk corker and follow-up to previous winning singles Trailer
Trashed from late 2021 and Church from 2020.

“That song (Convertible) came from me wanting to get home to
do dirty things with my baby,” Prescott howls. “I am a fast driver, not
going to lie, and one day I was in such a rush to get home to my man
and there were all these slow drivers and I just kept thinking, ‘Do
none of you need to get home to someone you love?’”
Prescott will face a crowd that has already been whipped into a
frenzy by Brian John Harwood. Raised in the town of Innisfil, Ont., in
the ’90s, he believes the path to success in the music business is
paved with hard work and songs that come from an honest place.
You can get to know Brian by listening to his songs and watching his
music videos All That I Was Missing, Dad, Good Boy, and First. He
believes in sharing who he is and what he values through his writing.

Image courtesy of
Gabrielle Goulet

SHOP IN STORE OR SHOP ONLINE
at Canada's Oldest General Store
613.376.7622
Open six days, CLOSED TUESDAYS
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Image courtesy of Kelsi Mayne

Continued: Back from COVID Frontlines
(He is also known for being one half of the country
Rounding out the list is Kelsi Mayne, who performs
duo Kansas Stone along with Matt Davey.)
after taking a break from music to dust off her nursing
degree working on the frontlines against COVID. “I
Also taking the stage earlier in the festivities
want to the thank my fans for their patience during
will be Franco-Ontarian singer-songwriter
these trying times.” she said. “Meaningful, new music
Gabrielle Goulet. In June 2019, she twice made
is coming. But the pandemic has made the process
history by becoming the first recipient of the
more deliberate.”
“Francophone artist or group of the year” award
and then as the first Francophone artist to
The range and diversity of the artists performing
perform at the prestigious Gala of the Country
typifies what’s best about the genre along with
Music Association of Ontario. She has been
highlighting the amazing talent that exists and is
spending a lot of time in studio recently recording developing in Ontario, concluded Fisher. “Getting the
songs she wrote while in Nashville as well as
Ontario Country Music Hall of Fame here has the
collaborating on new ones with friends like
opportunity to draw everyone together. We need to
Patrick Bouchard (Mélissa Bédard, Ludovick
celebrate those values and culture we share and let
Bourgeois), Brandon Girouard (Les Rats
folks know we won’t be washed away, we’re here for
d'Swompe) and Will Duvall.
the long-term.”

Blaze King Wood & Gas Stoves
Cinderella Incinerating Toilets
Unique Off-Grid Appliances
Solar Cottage Kits
Grid-Tie Systems

244 Dalton Avenue,
Unit 180, Kingston
Phone: 613.583.0139
kurt@downundersolar.ca

downundersolar.ca
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Not all birds leave the nest in the same way. Many birds don’t fly yet and spend a few days on the ground,
hiding in shrubbery being cared for by their parents. If uninjured these birds should be left alone. Birds that
nest in cavities are more mature when they fledge and are flighted. If they are found on the ground they
need rescuing. This includes birds like house wrens, swallows, bluebirds, swifts and great-crested flycatchers.
Ledge nesters like eastern phoebes are also included on this list. If you don’t know the species you are
“rescuing,” you may really be kidnapping. Never feed a rescue on your own, many foods can kill them.
Is the bird in need of rescuing? Is it hurt or sick? Is it
unable to flutter its wings, bleeding, wings drooping
unevenly, weak or shivering, attacked by cat/dog?
No
Call Sandy Pines
Wildlife Ctr.

Yes

(613) 354-0264

Is the bird
feathered?

Yes

It’s a fledgling. (Normal
behaviour to be hopping
on ground; parents are still
feeding it.) Is bird safe
from pets and people?

No

It’s a nestling and needs
help. Can you find the
nest? Is it intact?

No
Make a substitute nest.
Poke holes in bottom of a
berry basket/margarine
tub; line with dry grass, the
old nest, or pine needles;
hang from original tree.

Yes

Put baby back in nest.
Observe from a distance.
Are parents visiting nest?

Yes

Leave the area.
Baby is OK.
Put baby in nest.
Observe from a distance.
Are parents visiting nest?
No
Yes
Leave the area.
Baby is OK.

No

Call Sandy Pines
Wildlife Ctr.

(613) 354-0264

Yes

Leave the area.
Baby is OK.

Put bird in bushes or
on a tree limb nearby.
Watch from a distance.
Are parents nearby?

No

No
Call Sandy Pines
Wildlife Ctr.

(613) 354-0264
If you find a baby loon, duck or goose: If
you know the mother is dead or if the
baby is injured, call (613) 354-0264. If
baby is separated from the mother and
you know where she is, place baby close
by so she can hear it. Watch from a
distance. If the mother doesn’t claim the
baby within an hour, call Sandy Pines
Wildlife
30 Centre (613) 354-0264.

Yes

Leave the area.
Baby is OK.

Photo by Amey
Boucher

Adapted from Healers of the Wild, By Shannon K. Jacobs ©1998 Coyote Moon Press, Denver, Colorado

Beauty Morning!

Thanks to Tim Smith for sending in this amazing
photograph of sunrise on Buck Lake.

We offer Introduction to Pickleball
sessions and customized training
in private or group settings.
Come see what all the excitement
is about!
Call 613-545-5288 or email
kattgrrrl@gmail.com
we look forward to seeing you
on the courts!
*Certified NCCP, PPR, &
Mixed Ability Sports coach
*Pickleball Ontario Ambassador
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Life is Like…
Campfire Tales
with Richard Kruz

So Much of Our Lives
Comes Down to
Perspective
Adventures certainly can take on different forms as we
go through our lives. How we deal with them is a
challenge for many of us. I have read the stories of
‘heroes’ who did not have the choice to run from the
challenges facing them, but somehow ended up fighting
their way through every storm and walking out the other
side victoriously.
One perfect example of this is found in the person of
one of my favourite heroes ever, Audie Murphy. You may
recognize the name from old western movies but there
was a lot more to the man. Murphy was born into a large
family of sharecroppers in, of all places, Kingston, Texas.
Young Audie had to quit school at Grade 5 to help
support his family, after their father deserted them. Then
came Pearl Harbour. He was too young, so he was turned
down when he applied to the Marines. He was accepted
in the Army only after his sister helped him with I.D. that
said he was 16.
He became the most decorated combat soldier of WWII
earning the medal of honour barely at the age of 19; and
he later starred in his own autobiographical movie titled,
“To Hell and Back.” I highly recommend the movie if you
have not seen it.
I often consider the many qualities that made him the
man he was. On a fan page in Facebook, I am still learning
things about his life that I never knew in all the 55 years
since I first heard his story. He was born the same year as
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Continued: Made the Most of Their Lives
my mom, 1925. Born into completely different
lives, they each made the best of the life they
were given.
The character of men and women such as these
is what builds and changes nations. Loyalty, to
God, country and family stands at the top of the
list. Faithfulness to duty is right beside it. Whether
it is duty to the Flag or to family, faithfulness is
today a precious life discipline, and not one
without its own challenges.
So many distractions can draw us from the path
we would like to follow, the course we often
believe is charted for us. Drifting off course, of
course, is a hazard of the human condition but as
long as we know where the rudder is, our
direction can be corrected.

It’s Free

Subscribe

Faithfulness is not always ‘staying on course.’
Many times, it is about returning always to the
one that was originally charted. Some people are
much better at keeping an even keel, but we can

Sign up today and never miss
another issue of Our Lakes.
Click here
to subscribe for free!
(If you subscribed but never got the email,
please check your junk.)
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Continued:
Many Lake &
Ship Analogies
all learn to get ourselves back on track. See
how I subtly steered that around to ‘life on
the lakes?’
It is quite interesting to see the
similarities between life and sailing. I have
a few poems in my collection that deal
with that. One piece of wisdom I have
learned only recently, describes ships in
relation to the lighthouse. As a ship passes
across the view of a lighthouse, the
building is in a fixed position, but from the
ship there are many different views as it
stays its course. Life for us is like that of a
ship passing by, with the many different
views, ever changing, though the

lighthouse stays the same. What we must learn to do is keep
our eyes on the steadfastness of the lighthouse. That is how
we weather the seas of change throughout our lives. For Deb

Do you have a passion for some
aspect of our waterfront lifestyle and
long to share it with others?

Send us a sample piece.
Please remember: 1) Pictures make
every story better; 2) A one page
column in Our Lakes is about 400 words;
3) Our editorial deadline is the 20th
each month.
Email: editor@ourlakes.ca
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Continued: His
Light Never Dims
and me there is no more faithful a lighthouse
than God, as His Light never dims, never wavers,
and never directs you down the wrong path.
There are so many analogies related to the
lakes and ships I just love taking note of them
whenever I spot one. For example,
understanding the peace and safety in a harbour
as it is protected from the openness of the sea,
and yet as a major storm approaches some ships
are better off anchored in open water away from
the harbour. It can be noted that the surface of
the sea will feel the turmoil of the raging storm
but in the depths, life goes on as usual, and the
storm hardly registers.
When we are confident of our safety and
security then our lives will reflect the peace of
deep water, regardless of the storms that may
assail us on the surface. Even in the midst of
storms, as we focus on the lighthouse we will
recognize ‘fear’ for what it is… False Evidence
Appearing Real! We only need to control the
rudder (the depths of our heart) and stay on
course.
There are sails involved in my next analogy in
which I am going to share the second half of a
poem by Ella Wheeler Wilcox. It is interesting to
note that she was instrumental in promoting
‘spiritualism’ in her day and time. Nevertheless,
something I have learned is that Light can be
found in the most unusual places, and you can
separate good from bad when you know what
‘good’ is.
One ship sails East, and another West,
By the self-same winds that blow,
'Tis the set of the sails and not the gales,
That tells the way we go.
Like the winds of the sea, Are the waves of time,
As we journey along through life,
'Tis the set of the soul,
That determines the goal,
And not the calm or the strife.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox

Less than 1% of all turtle
eggs survive to sexual
maturity. Road mortality is
one of the main reasons…
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Continued: A Truth Understood By All
Every sailor understands this truth about the
sails but applying it to life takes a big step
forward.
These keys to focusing on the positive aspects
of life are things that challenge me every day as I
go up and down on the waves of possibilities. I
do my best to maintain a steady course but there
is another aspect of ships which I have not
mentioned yet. The larger the ship, the more
valuable is the crew. They assist in setting those
sails. They assist in advice and navigation, and in
the shallows, they call out the depth. Without a
crew, unless it is an exceedingly small boat, it
would be near impossible to stay on course.
Life can be a gigantic ship, and we need a
crew; friends, who will help keep us off the
rocks, and in the depths of peaceful seas; who
will help us to focus on the steadfastness of the
lighthouse as we observe and pass through the
changes that come with life. Friends will also
help to expose ‘False Evidence Appearing Real’
and allow us to keep sailing.
At the end of every day whether we are
gathered around the rudder or finally relaxing to
enjoy a campfire, friends and family make the
journey worth it, no matter the challenge.
It is because I am navy I always love chatting
about ships and nautical references. My wife
Deb’s father and many of both our ancestors
were sailors as well. In fact, I traced one line of
Deb’s ancestry back to the passengers of the
Mayflower! There has not been enough time or
Island Septic Pump-Out
Septic System Installs
New Build /Renovations /
Restorations

finances to verify that but tracing her ancestry was
simple enough.
It also occurs to me now, one of the activities Deb
always enjoyed was canoeing. For our fifth
anniversary I bought us a beautiful ‘Nova’ canoe,
made here in London, where we live. We ventured
up the Gananoque River several times as well as into
Lake Ontario, or more accurately, the St. Lawrence
River. Closer to London we took the canoe out on
the Ausable River a few times from Lake Huron, at
Grand Bend. There are few things more pleasant
than a canoe trip down a peaceful river, watching
the birds and the fish and the frogs and the
dragonflies and... shall I go on.

Homes /Cottages /Docks /Boathouses
All Welding Needs
Marine Transport of Materials and
Equipment

IMC is the marine operating division of Greg and John Fleming
Construction serving customers up and down the Rideau since 1987.
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613-349-9655
gregkfleming01@gmail.com

Continued: Diligent Research Pays Off
I must admit that after several years we found
it more difficult to find the time to get away with
the canoe. We finally decided to sell it after
about 10 years, but it was fun while it lasted!
There is one more observation I have utilized a
great deal pertaining to ships.
To explain, I must go to scripture to show you
a word that ties this whole record together. In
Book 2 of Timothy 3:16,17 the apostle Paul
shares about the integrity of ‘all scripture’ and
the profit of heeding that scripture. In this
description Paul shares that the purpose is “that
the man of God may be perfect, throughly
furnished unto all good works.”
Here is the cool part. The word for ‘perfect’ is
the Greek word ARTIOS, and this is the only place
it is used in the bible. To research a clearer
understanding of the meaning intended in this
verse it is necessary to go to general secular
literature outside of the scriptures. What we find
is that ‘artios’ is used to describe a ship which is
fully fitted for its journey, lacking nothing; and
on the other side, having nothing extra. Any
excess weight would slow the ship’s journey to
its destination. So, pertaining to all scripture, it
will give us all we might need for life and at the
same time it would allow us to displace whatever
is not required, for example, as I have mentioned
many times, FEAR.
The last phrase in these verses is “throughly
furnished unto all good works.” Yes, it does say
‘throughly – from the inside out, and not
‘thoroughly.’ The Greek word translated
‘furnished’ is a derivative of ‘artios,’ ‘Exartizo’ is
used twice, the other use being translated
‘accomplished.’ (As in a task completed.)

Hopefully, I gave a simple enough explanation of
these words for you to see it is available for us to
have all we need, mentally, physically, and
emotionally and we are designed to reject what is
not to our benefit on this journey.
From the faithfulness seen on the battlefield and
in the home to the steadfast beauty of a lighthouse,
think on these things as we see the sun rise and set,
on a course we were created to enjoy with the
blessings of each new day. With a campfire at day’s
end, consider what ‘good’ you have held on to, and
what ‘bad’ you have released with the ashes of the
fire.
Meanwhile, feel free to contact me about
anything you have read here, or in earlier articles
(zurkdr@gmail.com).
Until next month, keep the fires burning and be
safe!

Renaturalizing a shoreline.
Photo by Kawartha Lake
Stewards Association
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Photo by Loyal to the Foil

eFoil Day
from Coast-toCoast-to-Coast!

Foiled Again…

Like us on
Facebook!
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In honour of section 1008b – currently prohibiting
the use of propeller-driven surfboards in Canada
– Our Lakes would like to propose that the 10th
of August henceforth be recognized as eFoil Day
nationally. For more, great eFoil content, check
out Phill Yendt’s Facebook page.

Meet the
Crane Fly
Crane fly is a common name
referring to any member of the
insect family Tipulidae.
Cylindrotominae, Limoniinae,
and Pediciinae have been ranked
as subfamilies of this group by
most experts.
In colloquial speech, crane
flies are sometimes known as
“mosquito hawks,” “skeetereater,” or “daddy longlegs,” (a
term also used to describe
members of the spider family).
The larvae of crane flies are
known commonly as
leatherjackets.
An adult crane fly, resembling
an oversized mosquito, typically
has a slender body and stilt-like
legs that are deciduous, easily
coming off the body. The
wingspan is generally about 1-6.5
cm (1⁄2 to 2+1⁄2 in), though
some species of Holorusia can
reach 11 cm (4+1⁄4 in). The
antennae have up to 19
segments. It is also characterized
by a V-shaped suture or groove
on the back of the thorax and by
its wing venation.
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Moose of the Month
“Here is just one of my nearly 2,000 photos I've taken the last few weeks,” said photographer
Ron Acklin. For more amazing moose content, visit Moose Lovers on Facebook.

List your products or services in the

Because of our own experiences in
business, we understand not everyone can
afford to spend a lot on advertising.
That’s why we are inviting all artists and
crafters as well as any other small homebased businesses to participate in our
Trading Post section.
For just $60 a year ($5 an issue) you’ll get a
listing in the Directory for 12 issues and
each month you can submit a photo and
50 words about what you’re selling.

Dressing you
top to toe,
inside and out.
63 & 65
Brock Street

Email: publisher@ourlakes.ca
Call: 613-331-4444

info@houseofangelis.ca
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Folks Flock to Perth Road
Draper Lake
Fantasy in the
Forest to Return
for Labour Day
Weekend
One of the must-attend
events of Perth Road’s social
season – the Fantasy in the
Forest Art Show returned to the
old orchard on Draper Lake Road
much to the delight of the
thousands who participated.
The show is always a favourite
for exhibitors, who must submit
a selection of the wares they
plan to sell in advance and be
selected by a jury to occupy one
of 60 display areas available for
the weekend.
“This is my fifth year
attending, I love it,” said fabric
sculptor Mary Lou Devine. Fully
diving into the fantasy theme of
the event, Devine’s art and attire
captured the imagination of
many among the crowd. “I enjoy
watching people as they look at
my creations,” many of which
are people posed in active
stances dressed in a range of
outfits, “to see the emotions
they evoke. People seem to
really connect with them … one
lady cried.”
With so much imagination on
display it’s no wonder last
month’s edition of the twice
annual tradition drew
approximately 4,000 attendees.
The event returns on Labour Day
Weekend if you missed out this

Fabric sculptor Mary Lou
Devine fully embraces
the spirit of Fantasy in
the Forest and has since
first attending about
five years ago.

time, though the number of
exhibitors is typically scaled-back
to about 40 for the September
staging.
“People have been very
enthusiastic,” said Jamie Brick,
who has been organizing an art
show of one sort or another on
his Draper Lake property for 27
years now. “It’s always great
seeing all the costumes and
creativity. There’s plenty of
visiting going on, lots of
reconnecting with family and
friends,” and that comes to a
peak with the Mad-Hatter’s
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Potluck for exhibitors on the
Saturday night.
Patti Shales Lefkos, who runs
the not-for-profit Loon Island
Press, was there promoting
several items including mostprominently her new book
Grounded by Granite which is
based around her family’s
cottaging on Draper Lake. “This
has been the best year yet with
Saturday being the best
financial day we’ve ever had at
a show,” she said. “We didn’t
bring enough copies of my first
book Nepal One Day at a Time.”

Continued: Grounded in Family
She was also displaying a number of items
for other creators over the weekend. That
included her great-niece Maddy Shales
works from her ceramics shop. “We’ve been
selling them as a package my Grounded by
Granite and her Grounded Ceramics mugs.”
Shales Lefkos added she has learned over
the years to come prepared and to design a
display that attracts maximum attention. Of
course it is hard to miss her prayer flags, and
the multi-level display area she created in
her booth this year really got her offerings
noticed, she said. “We used to use an
umbrella but have a better shelter now that
helps with the sun on a hot day like today.”
Rebecca Hodgins was attending her
second Fantasy in the Forest and her tiedyed art and apparel sold under the brand
Cosmic Ties was a real hit at this year’s
show.
“I live in Watson’s Corners in the Perth
area and simply love this show,” she said. “It
has great people and great vibes … Saturday
it started at 9:30 a.m. with people arriving
early even though we didn’t officially open
until 10 o’clock.”

Raise Money for your Group,
Cause or Favourite Critter

Our Lakes now
reaches 40,000+
people monthly

It’s all about referrals…
If you bring Our Lakes together with someone you know
who buys an ad worth at least $500, we’ll give $100 to your
specified fundraising campaign. Or, we’ll create and run a free
ad promoting your subject for the next 12 issues.*
Here’s your chance to send a few emails and make the day
of your favourite volunteer-based, not-for-profits or even
individual species you feel make Our Lakes extra special.
Email your contact and CC me, John Curran, at
advertising@ourlakes.ca and put “Our Lakes introduction” in
the subject line when you do or else we’ll have no way of
verifying your assistance.
* Our Lakes reserves the right to decline ads based on their content.
Some conditions apply, call 613-331-4444 for info.
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Continued: Many Merry Artists & Patrons
Operating her venture since 2015, Hodgins agreed with Brick’s
assessment and said the potluck was a truly unique element of this show
which made it so high on her list. “It’s great how everyone gets a chance
to mingle and chat with other artists – that doesn’t normally happen at
other events.”
First-timer Walt Sepic, who sells his woodwork online at
www.naturalturnings.ca, was dressed as Robinhood and offering some of
the finest items this side of Sherwood Forest. “I do about 25 to 30
different items in a variety of different woods,” he said. “I love turning
walnut, cherry and butternut. That last one in particular has a beautiful
open grain and is a relatively soft hardwood.”
Sepic doesn’t do many summer shows given his day job as a canoe
guide and instructor, but said he was happy to make an exception for
Fantasy in the Forest. “You can find me more at the McKinnon Brothers
show in Bath, the Fat Goose in Kingston and I really enjoy the Memorial
Centre Farmers’ Market – it has a really neat culture of sustainability built
around community supported agriculture that really resonates with me.”
The Prince of Thieves was in a giving mood while exhibiting at the old
orchard and people seemed to really enjoy his wine stoppers, multi-wood
bowls and even badger hair shaving brushes. “I’ve enjoyed woodworking
for over 40 years although I’ve gotten a lot more serious in the last 10
years since I retired.”

Winter Storage Cover
Now Available!
Convenience

Canadian Engineered

No more running to cover
your boat when it rains

High quality components

All the benefits of a boathouse
with zero ecological impact
No permits required

We ship anywhere –
Easy do-it-yourself installation
One-year limited warranty on
canopy and frame
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Economical Solution

(20 x 12 ft)
Custom lengths available
Call for a quote

416-577BOAT (2628)
BoatShield.ca

Our Lakes Technology
Proudly Supported by
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All graphics courtesy of Yeti Coolers

Limestone Lures’ owner/operator Jeff Dicks.
All photos courtesy of Limestone Lures

The Battle for Better Baits
In Conversation with Soldier, Angler, Entrepreneur
& Innovator Jeff Dicks of Limestone Lures
Our Lakes – How important was the idea of
“fishing” to your mental wellbeing while you
were deployed? And once returning home?
Jeff Dicks – To be quite honest with you,
fishing wasn’t what was most important to my
mental health while I was away, it was the
precious moments I had to video call back
home to my wife and daughter. We were
fortunate enough to have pretty decent
internet on our camp, but there was a sevenhour time difference between Iraq and
Ontario. There really isn’t such a thing as “free
time” when you're deployed, just down time
when not much is going on. So during my
down time when my family was in bed, I spent
much of it thinking about fishing and watching
videos of my favorite YouTubers. I did get out

in my kayak once to target Northern Pike
during my HLTA in May, which is basically a
two-week break we are afforded in the middle
of our deployments, so that was definitely one
way to scratch the itch. There’s nothing like
the feeling of a fish pulling the other end of
your line, but when you can’t experience that
in person, watching it on YouTube is kind of
the next best thing. For me, it was just enough
to get by until I returned home.
After my deployment, fishing wasn’t really a
top priority. I had just spent over five months
in a hot, dry Iraqi desert away from my wife
and young daughter, so I spent most of my
time readjusting to family life. My boss
overseas, though, also enjoyed fishing, so
before we left the Middle East, we had made a
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Continued: Fight for Canadian Life
plan to rent a boat and do some fishing when we
got home, and that's what we did. We rented a
pontoon from a local marina and spent the day on
the water cruising around and catching bass and
pike. It was an absolutely gorgeous day and we
spent that time reflecting on our deployment
together in the beauty of nature.
Our Lakes – There are many challenges for
soldiers both returning home from deployment
and upon their retirement. Can you speak to the
benefits of fishing for veterans in both cases?
Jeff Dicks – Canada hasn’t been in a shooting war
since Afghanistan and our mandate in Iraq was to
train local forces. So I guess I was pretty fortunate
in that regard. Still though, spending an extended
period of time in those environments takes its toll
on you. So to go from being in a dusty desert
surrounded by 12-foot concrete blast walls with
helicopters constantly buzzing around and the
sound of M777 howitzers being banged off at all
hours, to being in the middle of a beautiful blue
lake at sunrise with a misty haze hanging over the
water, surrounded by luscious green trees,
listening to a loon singing. I wasn’t sure if I was
dreaming or not. The beauty of nature is
something we often take for granted, and I didn’t
realize how much I would miss it until I couldn’t
enjoy it.
So I think that is reason enough for everyone to
spend more time outdoors and enjoying nature.
Whether it’s for fishing, or just to go for a walk in
one of our provincial parks. It’s an important

Unsure about lead?
Weigh the science:
Current research around
the U.S. has found that lead
poisoning is responsible for
12% to 50% of adult loon deaths.

Unsure about lead?
Weigh the science:
Current research around
the U.S. has found that lead
poisoning is responsible for
12% to 50% of adult loon deaths.

reminder for veterans who have either retired or
who have returned home from a deployment to
remember that it’s not just all the political stuff we
fight and have fought for, but everything that
makes Canada Canadian. It certainly helps that
Canada has some of the best fishing opportunities
in the world!
Our Lakes – How do you use your company to give
back to the local veteran community? How
important is that to you in terms of how you judge
your success?
Jeff Dicks – I offer a 15% discount on just about
everything in my store, not just to veterans and
active-duty soldiers, but also first responders
including firefighters, law enforcement, and
paramedics. In addition to a charity event
benefiting the Children's Hospital of Eastern
Ontario, I am supporting two Kayak Fishing
fundraisers supporting Soldier On, a program
developed by the CAF to help the recovery of ill and
injured members and veterans with opportunities
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Continued: Soldier On Help
and resources through
sport, recreational and
creative activities. For
example, Soldier On has
helped one of my friends
who has retired from the
military with the purchase
of his fishing kayak.
Truthfully, I don’t use it as a
measurement of success,
but it does feel good to be
in a position where I can
use my business to help
others. As my business
grows I plan on doing more,
not just for the veteran
community, but also to the
benefit of and to give back
to the KFLA community.
Our Lakes – What attracted
you to making molded
plastic baits? Can you
describe your
manufacturing process?

think that’s the real reason why I
love making baits.
How I make them, well, it’s not
complicated, but there is an art to
it. You take your raw plastisol,
which looks a lot like milk, and
you “cook” it in either a hot pot or
a microwave until it reaches 350
degrees Fahrenheit. During the
cooking process, the plastisol will
undergo a chemical change and
go from milky and runny, to a
clear thick gel, to clear and runny.
Once the plastic is cooked, I’ll
add my colourant and high heat
flake to make the pattern I want.
After that, it’s just a matter of
getting the molten plastic into the
mold. I either draw it up into an
injector and inject it directly into
the mold, or I’ll pour it right out of

Jeff Dicks – Like I
mentioned earlier, I
watched a lot of fishing
stuff on YouTube while I
was deployed. I came
across a video of a guy
making soft plastic baits
and thought it was so cool,
so I watched more and
more videos like that and
thought, “Man, it would be
cool to catch fish with baits
I made myself!”
I’m not a particularly
creative person, but the
idea of endless possibilities
of colours and styles of
baits was so intriguing to
me, and it brought out
creativity in me that I didn’t
even know was there. I
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the Pyrex measuring cup into an
open pour mold. Once the plastic
cools for a few minutes, I remove
the baits and lay them out. Fresh
baits are always really soft, and the
plastic needs time to fully cure
before I can package them for
customers. Depending on the mold,
baits typically cure for 24-48 hours.
Bigger baits that use more plastic
need more time to cure than smaller
baits. Laying them out or hanging
them to cure ensures that they don’t
get deformed in the packages if they
sit in there for an extended period of
time.
Temperature is very important, if
the plastic isn’t heated enough, the
chemical reaction won’t happen
properly and you’ll be left with a
sticky, gooey mess. If you over cook

Continued: Nine Different Bait Styles
what’s the timeline look like and how much work
goes into each stage?

it, you’ll be left with scorched, yellow plastic that
will never set up properly. More importantly,
scorched plastic releases fumes that are highly
toxic. Even non-scorched plastic releases fumes
you don’t want to be breathing in. So I have a
few fans that vent the fumes out of my
workshop and I will often wear a respirator
when I’m working as an added precaution.

Jeff Dicks – I don’t currently use any proprietary
molds at the moment. It is a goal in the future, but
custom molds are very costly and time consuming
to have produced and at this point for my business
it doesn’t make financial sense to go through that
process. I use molds purchased from businesses
that specialize in producing them in large
quantities, so while it’s possible, and even likely
that other small bait makers are using the same
molds, I guarantee you that no-one makes baits
with those molds exactly the same way I do. Even
a small variance in the amount of colour, flake and
other additives or blends of plastic used makes an
enormous difference in the presentation of a bait.
That isn’t to say that my baits are better than
anyone else using those molds, just different.

Our Lakes – How many styles do you make?
How many colours do they range in?
Jeff Dicks – Right now I have nine different styles
of baits ranging from 2” crappie flukes, up to 6”
swimbaits with plans to add more in the future.
They come in a wide variety of standard and
non-standard colours. Everything from your
tried and tested Watermelon Seed and Junebug,
to a baby crappie colour I call Baby Scrappie
(Scrappie the Crappie is my brand mascot) and
Milky Way, which is a black base with a lot of
silver flake, but also a really cool flake pattern
that changes colours depending on the angle the
light hits it. It really does shimmer like a clear
night sky!

Our Lakes – You sell most of your lures online,
what are the benefits of that model that make it
work for you right now? How can people best
connect with your wares?
Jeff Dicks – That’s correct, most of my sales are
done through the Limestone Lures website,
Instagram and Facebook Page. It’s just easier that
way for the time being since my bait shop is in my

Our Lakes – What goes into creating a new lure
from scratch? From having the idea to any
prototyping/R+D to manufacturing to marketing,
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Continued: Mainly Online for Today
home garage. Eventually as my business grows I
will move it into its own shop. That’s the five-year
plan for Limestone Lures, to have a brick-andmortar place to produce and sell my products. For
now though, the website and social media is the
best place to find Limestone Lures. You can visit
the website at www.limestonelures.ca and you’ll
find me under @limestonelures on Instagram and
Facebook.
Our Lakes – Where are your baits available in
physical retail locations? Are there plans to grow
that list?

mentorship program, among many other resources,
and these programs are fully approved and
supported by the Canadian Armed Forces. I have
taken many of the workshops myself and am
enrolled in the mentorship program, so I can say
from firsthand experience that it is a really great
resource for veterans or active members who are
thinking of starting their own business.

Jeff Dicks – At the time of this writing, the only
retail location carrying Limestone Lures is the
Rideau Breeze Marina in Seeley’s Bay. It’s a great
little shop that has cabins for rent, a tackle shop
with live bait like minnows and worms, awesome
coffee and one of the few places on this part of the
Rideau Canal where you can get non-ethanol fuel
at the dock.

Our Lakes – Is there anything else you want to add?
Jeff Dicks – The unfortunate part of soft plastic bait
making is that there aren’t really any products
available that are biodegradable, and the products
that are available, suck. So while it’s fun and cool to
be able to make my own baits, there’s a part of my
business that I hate, and that’s the part of used
plastic baits and leftover plastic pucks from the
manufacturing process ending up in landfills.

I definitely plan on expanding that list, and I’m
currently in talks with a few other local retailers
working out arrangements to carry Limestone
Lures. I am always on the lookout for shelf space in
retailers!
Our Lakes – You’ve made an interesting transition
to “Clivi Street” where you’ve been able to turn
you passions into a full-time career. Do you have
any advice for folks looking at the next chapter of
life, unsure of what to do next?

So in March of this year I announced a product
called “The Phoenix.” Basically, I take all the leftover plastic pucks, baits that came out of the molds
with defects, or even old used baits from almost
any manufacturer and melt them back down in one
big batch to be turned into new products that I sell
at a heavily discounted price. Because you’re using
a smorgasbord of different colours and blends of
plastic, they often come out as a greyish, brown or
black colour that might sink or they might float.
This isn’t inherently bad though. Dark colours are
often used in really stained water, since the fish
can’t see the bait as clearly anyways, only the dark
silhouette. So they still catch plenty of fish! But the
best part about buying a Phoenix bait from
Limestone Lures is saving some money and
knowing you've helped reduce the amount of
plastic that ends up in the water or in landfills.

Jeff Dicks – Actually, I haven’t made that transition
yet. I’m still an active member of the Canadian
Armed Forces. Limestone Lures and my YouTube
channel, Limestone Fishing are my exit plan from
the Army. Don’t get me wrong, I love my job, and
without the military, I wouldn’t be where I am
today. In fact, inadvertently, the military has
helped me in getting my business up and running!
There is an organization called Prince’s Trust
Canada that helps military veterans realize their
vision of being entrepreneurs through a program
called Operation Entrepreneur. Whether you’re
still in or have retired, you can take part in their
free service to veterans and includes
entrepreneurial bootcamps, workshops and a

Like the mythical Phoenix, from the ashes of old
used plastic, new baits are reborn!
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Caroline La Rose

The
Heroine of
Charleston Lake
by Sally Smid
all photos courtesy of
the Athens Museum

If you have ever hiked Charleston
Lake’s Blue Mountain area you would
realize how rugged, dangerous and
challenging that terrain is. Imagine an
8-year-old, barefooted girl travelling
about 10 miles, carrying a 6-month-old
infant. Caroline La Rose was that
courageous girl who became known as
the Heroine of Charleston Lake. About
120 years ago, her family left their
small cabin on La Rose Bay and went
camping near Huckleberry Hollow.
Caroline was entrusted with her halfsister baby, Bertha, while the rest went
berry picking. While walking in the
bush, the pair became desperately
lost. After hiking for miles in this
rugged area, she discovered a deserted
shanty and the two slept on a straw
tick under a coat found in the loft. She
found a bottle which she used to mix
crushed berries and water to feed
Bertha.
When their disappearance was
discovered, an alarm went out and
many volunteered to help search. One
of them was Watson G. Parish, the first
Reeve of Athens, who had a cottage on
Little Bluff Island. He and his son,
Arthur, set out in his steam yacht
hoping to find the sisters, then missing
for four days. He somehow felt drawn
to proceed into Big Waters despite the
turbulent weather that day. Caroline
began yelling frantically on the shore
of Crawford Point and Parish landed

This photo of
Caroline La Rose
and baby Bertha
was taken on her
return to the
family cabin on
LaRose Bay on the
northern shore of
Charleston Lake.
Note the “feeding
bottle,” her bare
feet and the cut on
her ankle.

the boat, quickly realizing that
they were the missing La Roses.
Taking them aboard, they then
went to his cottage where they
received food and first aid. Parish
returned the sisters to their small
log home on La Rose Bay which is
on an eastern part of Charleston
Lake. She was greeted by her
overjoyed family of 10. Their
father, Isaac La Rose, remarked,
“I knew they would be found
together, dead or alive. Caroline
would never leave that baby’s
side.” Caroline was unschooled
due to distances and Parish
asked her father if she could
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board in Athens to attend
school. He agreed if she could
return for holidays.
It could be noted that
Bertha was actually the
daughter of Leona Brown, her
mother’s oldest daughter,
brought into the La Rose
home by her mother, Mary
Livingston, when she married
Isaac La Rose. At that time
there were eight children, but
the family did eventually
include perhaps 23 children,
though some died at early
ages and in fact Bertha died

This is the family cabin located on La Rose Bay in Charleston Lake.

Continued: School Funds Raised
at two. Though not well
documented it is thought that
Leona was the mother of some of
Isaac’s children. Mary at some
point left Isaac to live with her
daughter Lydia Earle in Athens.
When Caroline’s story hit local
newspapers, a letter to the editor
suggested that funds be donated
in her honour. The story later
appeared in the Toronto Globe.
Reporter Pharos Durand of the
Children’s Club picked up on the
idea and encouraged young
readers to donate pennies and
nickels which grew to a fund of
$346 with 3,000 children from all
over the world participating.
Parish paid for her school supplies.
Many local donations were made

and Miss M. Livingston became
her guardian.
Pharos wrote a variety of
articles and came to Athens to visit
Caroline, giving her gifts, taking
her to the Armstrong Hotel in
Athens and then on to Brockville
on the B&W Railway. The young
girl was overwhelmed, having
rarely been away from her log
home. Another writer privately
published her story in a booklet
entitled Christina. Caroline
received a gold medal from the
Canadian Royal Humane Society in
an elaborate program in 1898 with
many dignitaries in attendance.
She was presented with an ornate
book containing her story and
listing all of the child donors.
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Lieutenant Caroline La Rose
as she appeared in uniform
during WWI in France.

Continued: A Successful Student
Donations continued in future
years.
Caroline became a successful
honour student, graduating from
the Athens High School and then
from nursing school in Cornwall.
During WWI she became
Lieutenant La Rose and served as
an honoured nurse in France. She
maintained friendships in Athens
and even returned to help care for
aging Watson Parish.
After the war she became the
supervisor of nursing in Galt and
then Walkerville where she
received various honours before
her retirement in 1935. That year
she married Dr. J. W. Brien, a
widower and father of four who
was chief of surgery. A wedding
and reception took place at
George E. Judson’s home in
Athens. Arthur Parish walked her
down the aisle. His ailing father
died shortly afterwards. The
couple resided in Windsor. The
Briens donated the alter in the
Athens Anglican Church in honour
of the Parishes. Caroline helped
pay for her sister Lydia’s son’s
education. He became Dr. Thomas
Earle. Having no children of her
own, Caroline offered to help fund

The remains of the family cabin on Charleston Lake.

the educations of family
members and provided Caroline
Luella La Rose Scholarships at
the local high school for many
years. Athens District High
School Alumni named Caroline
La Rose to the Hall of Fame in
2015. She died in 1977, leaving
an inspiring legacy. The Athens
Heritage Society is in possession
of a scrapbook, letters,
documents, and other
memorabilia from Watson
Parish’s former home.

resulted in thousands of donations
to fund her education. She went
on to gain wealth and status as a
hospital supervisor and
philanthropist. At that time
women were not encouraged to
pursue an education or
occupation outside of the home.
Perhaps as a result of her bravery,
resourcefulness and fame, she was
to have the chance to go beyond
her economic and social level and
achieve great success and then
“paid it forward.”

Few have ever travelled so far
from such an impoverished
start. Her heroism and rescue
lifted her from one of the
poorest homes in the area and

Caroline joins the ranks of other
local women who have embraced
challenges and defied stereotypes,
while contributing to our world in
amazing ways!
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Photo by John Vankoughnett

2022 Fishing for Kids Derby
Seeley’s Bay Event Returns
to the Joy of All Involved
The second annual Fishing for Kids Derby in
Seeley’s Bay was held last month and the crew at
Fisherman’s Hardware and Auto outdid
themselves with prizes and fun for the
community again this year.
“For all the kids that entered, each of them
received a free fishing rod,” said Co-owner Steve
Shauland.
“Our Top 3 kids winners included a bass that
was 3.3 lbs. Congrats to all the kids who
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Continued:
‘Had a Blast’
& ‘Great Day
on the Water’

participated! They had a blast and
the day was spectacular!”
“Great day on the water. Thanks to
Fisherman’s Hardware and Auto for
running such a great event,” said
angler John Vankoughnett. “Try to
support your local businesses that do
so much for the community.”
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Summer Now in Full Swing

It was like the honeymoon was over as we
all collapsed into a funk after the Canadian
Nationals were over at the end of June. We
were all physically and mentally exhausted and
had to re-focus our energies on housework,
errands, and other day to day activities to
catch up on the past few days, weeks, and
months of preparation for this coveted event.
Some of us, me included, were recovering
from a bout of COVID and needed to ease back
into the hustle and bustle of an ‘average day.’
The simplest of chores would take me longer
to complete and then I needed some
downtime to rest and repair as my joints were
still a bit crabby and my drive was much less
than usual.
Canada Day events were in abundance in
the Frontenacs, and we had a vast selection of
activities to entertain the entire family.
Fireworks, festivals, parades, and
demonstrations were advertised for most
parks; and live music offered free

entertainment for those spending the day and
enjoying food, drinks, and celebratory cakes in every
county. The Canadian flag was proudly hung from
vehicles and yard posts as the country came together
and enjoyed group gatherings that had been restricted
for the past few years. A coming ‘out’ of sorts for the
masses.
As I slowly emerged from my COVID symptoms, I
eased back into group settings with a visit to the
Glenburnie Church parking lot where two local
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Continued: Free Zumba Classes
certified gals are offering FREE Zumba classes for those
interested on Wednesday nights at 5:30 p.m. Here is
an excerpt of my full story:
The sweat pours down my temples as the
temperature rises in a small parking lot at Glenburnie
Church. It’s Wednesday at 5:30 and class has just
begun. The music takes you away to a Caribbean Island
where you are dancing under the hot sun, you can
imagine the sand between your toes as your summer
dress flows in the tropical breezes. The exercise comes
easily as you sway and step your way to cardio fitness
guided by the expertise of Isabelle-Anne and MichelleMarie, two certified local instructors. The idea, of free
classes, took shape a few years ago, as the ladies
wanted to give back to their new community and
develop a free program that would offer residents a
fun and social way to get fit and experience everything
that Zumba has to offer.
As the class continued, participants could be seen
flowing their way through a variety of dance moves
including the Salsa, Merengue, and Mambo to name
but a few. Both instructors took turns through each
dance and seamlessly handed over leadership and led
by example with well paced steps, moves, and hip
rotations. The music was the motivator in the
background as it set the beat – sped up and slowed
down through Cumbia and Reggaeton – as it
transported you to another place and time as you
eagerly anticipated what the next song and step would
be.

An hour flew by as the cool down commenced,
slowing our heart rates and easing us back to reality
and the crunch of the gravel parking lot. Endorphins
pumping, you feel strong, invigorated, and ready to
tackle the evening after a mini vacation away from
the hustle and bustle of today’s modern lifestyle.
A good sweat, a good workout, in a fun and safe
space is what Zumba is all about… For those looking
for more information you can contact Isabelle-Marie
at 416-704-3339 or email: iamimeault@gmail.com to
request to be added to the group Facebook page.
My symptoms continued to improve, and I was
well past my quarantine and isolation period as I
headed to the Music in the Park at McMullen Beach
for some great tunes lakeside. With over 100 people
in attendance this was a good indicator that Verona
is ready to welcome back the outdoor events and
families of all shapes and sizes set up picnic areas for
the evening festivities. The night before was a
fabulous drive-in movie hosted by the Verona Free
Methodist Church as 20 cars lined up to enjoy the
outdoor viewing. Children got to enjoy the freedom
of a drive-in in the comfort of their own vehicles with
snacks and blankets to round out the experience.
Classic movies are shown on Friday’s at 8:45 p.m. for
those that want a family friendly outing the is also
free.
After a brief COVID break, the Lakes and Trails
Festival was back on the calendar and did not
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Continued: 5th Lakes & Trails Festival
disappoint as families lined up early to register for
multiple events. Throughout the day participants could
enjoy the walk, paddle, cycle theme with Sydenham
Point as the backdrop. Early in the morning cyclists
arrived ready for an 8 km guided cycle along the lake
using the well-groomed Cataraqui Trail. The weather
was perfect as the sun was bright and there was less
humidity than previous days. The water shimmered
and was calm as the group headed off to enjoy the
relaxed tour of the lakeside vistas.
For those that were feeling more energetic, there
was a longer guided, 21-km route that looped around
the lake and headed back along side roads with water
breaks to refresh at scenic stops. Other families
enjoyed the opportunity for a bicycle tune up and
could stop in with their cycles between 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
for expert tuning run by Cycle Kingston. A donation of
$30 was suggested and was being donated to Gear Up
a training program for youth to learn about bikes,
repairs, and life skills needed for future employment.
Residents could also drop off used bicycles to donate
for restoration and refurbishing so they can be offered
to those with limited resources in the community.
Cycle Kingston is in its 12th year and provides cycling
education and awareness through volunteer led
initiatives. For more information contact Neal Scott at
pres.cyclekingston@gmail.com.

All participants could enjoy free ice cream from
Trousdale’s as they wandered through the Natural
Heritage Expo and enjoyed displays and activities
from various groups like the Inverary Lake
Association, Sydenham Lake Association, Kingston
Frontenac Library, Early On, Girl Guides, and
Elements Fitness, to name but a few. Children
enjoyed a guided Story Walk towards the lake, as
others played in the shaded playground or enjoyed a
refreshing swim with two cordoned off sections of
clean beachfront. Gaelen Strathdee performed an
interactive concert that entertained the young ones
and kept them dancing and singing as others
enjoyed the shaded picnic areas or snoozed in their
strollers.
The Frontenac Pickleball Club held a
demonstration on the local courts and for those that
like a bit of mystery there was a creative one-hour (2
km) Historic Sydenham Outdoor Escape Adventure,
where you could unravel clues and search historic
locations. The well planned self-guided tour gave
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Continued: A Great Dip at Depot Lakes
you a backpack of clues, a map, and the decoder tools
you needed to explore Sydenham and solve the
mystery.
Overall, a great family friendly event that gets the
community outdoors and exploring some of the fab
towns we get to call home.
My last stop this month was the Depot Lakes
Conservation area as we continue to search for that
elusive local swimming hole. Last week, we tried
McMullen beach and that was a lovely location with
easy water access and a washroom nearby, ample free
parking, and shady bits for a picnic lunch. You can also
pull up on your boat with floating docks on the
waterfront. Depot Lakes was also quite nice and for $5
you can park all day and enjoy the campground with a
launch pad, beach access, and picnic tables beside
permanent change rooms and washrooms. This quiet
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location was bug free and the water was lovely with
little to no weeds and just the odd curious fish or
two around your feet. Some locals attend the launch
for their doggies so they can easily access the
waterfront and get in a little swim that is safe.
See you next month as we explore more
swimming spots, try out a few new local restaurants
and partake in the upcoming festivals, car shows and
more!
Country living, country loving and enjoying what
Our Lakes have to offer!
Long-time Our Lakes contributor Kelli McRobert is
also a community reporter with the Frontenac
News. Hope you enjoyed this condensed glimpse
into the busy life of a journalist on the beat. For a
look at what else is happening around Our Lakes
check out Frontenaclive.ca/events.
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My Boy and I went trolling on Bedford’s Devil
Lake
No hitch to pull our own boat, so another’s we
had to take.
We asked a man named “Harold,” if to us a
boat he’d rent?
He said, “Three dollars gets one for the day.”
So off to the lake we went.
They were lined-up by the dozen, all shapes of
every size.
I guessed any one would fill the bill, so I
selected, “Number Five.”
We mounted on our motor, loaded up our
gear.
We struck out for the hydro line, you start
your trolling there.
The craft had gone but a hundred yards, when
I suddenly began to fret,
’Cause I had the strangest feeling that both my
feet were wet.
I looked down at the bottom and sure enough
did see,
The water quickly rising, heading for my knees.
I grabbed the bailing bucket & told the young
lad just in case
Better strap a floater on your back, we may
not win this race.
After bailing for several minutes, the water did
not rise.
I thought, what the heck, & let out onehundred yards of line.
So, I trolled & bailed, trolled & bailed, until off
Turnip’s little bight
I knew that seventy-feet below a trout had
given a strike.

So I reeled & bailed, reeled & bailed, when
suddenly in a flash,
A ten-pound trout came into the boat, giving a
mighty splash.
We bailed & trolled into Hardwood Bay & twice
more did the same.
Now, three lovely fish we had captured (although
they were swimming between my legs.)
The Old Rail Fence it beckoned, so I bailed &
trolled until,
Two more beautiful lake trout came over the port
gunwale.
The Young Lad bored, grabbed his spinning rod &
Using a lure that’d float,
He caught a couple of lake trout
Without it leaving the boat.
Well, I bailed & trolled back to the spot,
This ghastly craft called “Home.”
The water flying out of my pail.
Leaving a trail of foam.
We beached the boat & drained it
To recover our amazing luck.
Fifty-pounds of lake trout &
It had only cost three-bucks.
Now, there’s a moral to every story.
Fishing ones are much the same.
It isn’t how many fish you catch,
But how you “Play the Game.”
If you’re looking for Devil Lake trout &
Wish to bring ’em back alive.
Just take yourself to Harold’s &
Rent his “Number Five.”
Glen E. Smith
Loughborough Lake
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Nesting with the Mallard
Story and photos by
Massey Leach-Rathwell
The last few weeks at our house have been busy
and very interesting. We have a mallard nesting right
under the window in the flowerbed. She has been
there about three weeks and this week she has been
sitting on her nest most of the day and evening.
She has six eggs and I was lucky enough to grab a
picture when she was away feeding.
We expect the eggs will hatch this week or early
next week. She is nervous but getting used to the
activity at our house.
I read in a article the chicks can communicate with
their mom through the egg and once they hatch they
leave the nest right away.

I hope I don’t miss their journey to the
lake. My dog Stella has been taught to stay
away from them and the duck doesn’t fly
away anymore when she is out in the yard. I
hope the duck comes back next year so I can
get some better pictures. Here is a picture
of her nest and 6 eggs. I’ll update next
month on the duck and her young ducks as
they go to the lake.

Massey Leach-Rathwell is a
self-described Big Rideau
Lake country guy. He loves
fishing, photography and
nature as well as being a
skilled wood-burning
enthusiast.

Support Grassroots Journalism Today
If you always throw a Sawbuck in a musician’s case, why not do the same for
the local scribe? Reader donations help ensure we can continue publishing.
E-transfer all gratuities to: john@curranandassociates.com
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This ad has been donated by Acasta HeliFlight
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Who’s Watching Whom?
July 14 – (Clockwise from top left) A grey tree frog
watches humans thru a window.
July 17 – A young common merganser shakes off after a
landing on the marsh.
July 14 – A kingfisher takes a short break from hunting.
July 12 – A young barred owl.
July 17 – A heron finds lunch in the marsh.

Bill Kendall, Verona
“Live, Love & Protect Nature”
Be sure to follow Bill on Facebook for an almost daily
photographic peek at nature & wildlife around our area.
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National Pickleball Day August 13

Well, the season is in full swing and every
weekend you can find one tournament or
another. Nationals are behind us and we still have
a few regional and provincial events that are
planned for the next few months. As with any
outdoor sport, please don’t forget to wear
sunscreen, play in moderation in the extreme
heat, and remember to hydrate often to avoid
illness.

Congratulations to White Lake Pickleball on the
grand opening of their private court in Godfrey,
Ontario. The centre provides customized certified
training for all skill levels. Stay tuned for more
details on an Open House coming this fall or check
out the Facebook page for updates, training
schedule, and more...call 613-374-5662 for
information or to book your spot. (In the photo to
the right are Patti, Sandra and Phil – the first class
at the new White Lake Pickleball location.)
If you are looking for a Labour Day event then
head on up to Ottawa to the Britannia Yacht Club
tournament on September 3rd... this is for players
2.5 -3.5 and is a great way to gain more
experience with the tournament scene. As an
added bonus, each player will get two large slices
of pizza and a ticket for wine or beer. More details
can be found online.
For clubs out there, just a reminder that August
13th is National Pickleball Day and you can host
an event at your location to celebrate the sport
and then post photos online at Pickleball Ontario
and Pickleball Canada.
Congratulations on the grand opening of the
Kingston Pickleball Club indoor courts located on
Gardiners Road in Kingston. This centre offers
seven dedicated indoor courts, washrooms, and
locker rooms for members. If you get a chance
check out their Facebook page to see what other
opportunities they have to offer.
Bravo to Sharbot Lake on their presentation to
the Council in the hopes of getting approval for
the location of their dedicated courts. A subcommittee has been established to confirm
details in the hopes that the current location can
be a permanent solution to the growing needs of

the Sharbot Lake Pickleball Club. Let’s keep the
momentum going for Pickleball in Central & South
Frontenac!
See you at the courts!
Here are a few more upcoming events:
Waterloo – Aug. 6-7
Organized by True North Pickleball
Ottawa Open (Manotick Racquets Club) – Aug. 12-14
Organized by True North Pickleball
Hamilton – Aug. 20-21
Organized by Pickleball Hamilton
Sarnia – Sept. 1-4
Organized by/part of the Canadian Pickleball Series
St. Thomas – Sept. 3-4
Organized by True North Pickleball
Markham/Toronto – Sept. 9-11
Organized by True North Pickleball
Peterborough – Sept. 24-25
Organized by True North Pickleball
Kingston – Oct. 15-16
Organized by True North Pickleball
Markham – Oct. 28-30, 2022
Organized by/part of the Canadian Pickleball
Series
Kelli McRobert, BEd., CRSP, CES
Pickleball Ontario Ambassador
NCCP & PPR Certified Instructor
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The Peril of Turtles
By Mabyn Armstrong
Thousands of turtles are killed each year
when they are struck by vehicles as they
migrate to their traditional nesting sites.
Ontario has the highest density of roads of
any location in Canada which is why road
mortality is a major factor in the decline of
the turtle populations second only to habitat
loss. It takes an average of nine minutes for
some species of turtles to cross a two-lane
road making them highly vulnerable.
Roughly 70-90% of local wetlands have
been lost to development so the remaining
wetlands are crucial habitat for freshwater
aquatic turtles. All eight species of turtles in
Ontario are classified as Species-at-Risk.
The presence of adult reproducing turtles
is essential to the survivability of their
populations. It can take upwards of 20 years
for some species of turtle to reach sexual
maturity so replacing just one Blanding’s or
snapping turtle lost for example, could take
60 years!
Then there is the devastating statistic of
turtle nest predation where less than 1% of
all turtle eggs survive to sexual maturity,
creating a massive gap that will not allow
the turtle species to replenish their
diminishing populations and find themselves
on the road to their extinction.
Long-term research carried out by
Algonquin Park has shown that it takes
approximately 1,400 snapping turtle eggs to
produce a single turtle that will go on to
reach sexual maturity, approximately 17 to
20 years.
With the incessant increase of urban
development that is diminishing the
wetlands and other habitats of the turtle
populations, there comes the dramatic
increase in ‘predation’ because of the
escalation in the number of predators like

racoons, skunks, coyotes and fox that are
attracted to the food waste found in these
newly developed neighbourhoods. Previously, a
larger percentage of the turtle eggs survived to
sexual maturity without all succumbing to being
a food source for the elevated number of
predators.
This cycle has extinguished the ‘light of
survivability at the end of the eco tunnel’ for the
turtle populations. With the ever-increasing loss
of adult reproducing turtles and with less than
1% of all turtle eggs surviving to sexual maturity,
it’s a ‘dead end road’ because the opportunity
of replenishing their populations is lost.
For more information visit Turtles Kingston
on Facebook or turtleskingston@gmail.com.
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Chasing Glory at Many Levels
Team 601 has had a fantastic summer racing so
far. We have changed gears and made our decision
to race the AMO East motocross series as well as
participating in the Burnt River mx series. We also
have the goal to race the Canadian Grand National
Championship this August, in Walton Ontario.
The Walton race is celebrating its 30th anniversary
of hosting the National Championship. The racetrack
has great historical significance in our sport and it's a
lifetime achievement for any amateur racer to even
participate in this caliber of event, never mind
placing Top 10 to earn a trip to the Walton stage.
Jack Miles will be attending this event. Jack has been
a top contender in this race over the past three
seasons and a Top 5 on his 65cc Husqvarna could be
in his future.
Luke Miles will also be attending on his Yamaha
85cc. Luke, who has also attended three National
Championships, found himself on the outside
looking in last year with a 13th place national
ranking. It was a great finish by any standards, but
Luke is a very focused racer. His experience and
track smarts always rise to the occasion. Luke has his
mind set on a Top 10 finish.
Wyatt Gibson has been the 601 team’s biggest
surprise over the past two seasons. He had a bit of a
slow start but with hard work and dedication has
found the speed on both the motocross track and
flat track. Wyatt will be a contender to break the
Top 10 on his 50cc, on the motocross track, and may
show his stuff for a second consecutive year and
have a great chance of winning a flat track National
Championship.

Brody Mathews has decided to only race the
Eastern rounds in Richmond, as well as the Burnt
River series. Brody who is still on his 50cc has
gone through a growth spurt and can’t wait to
get himself a bigger bike and bump up to the
65cc class.
Calen Trudeau has also only raced the Eastern
series in Richmond. He has enjoyed some success
on his new 85cc and 105cc. His lack of experience
has not held him back at all and he finds himself
racing closer to a Top 10 series finish.
Myself, Shawn Peirson, I plan on making my
series debut at Burnt River Aug. 1 (today!). I will
be racing vet class and hope to enter the vintage
class on my newly restored 1977 Yamaha IT,
175cc. I always have a ton of fun and am excited
to be part of the show.
All our racers work very hard at their sport.
They have dedicated many weeknights and
nearly every weekend. They miss social events,
live, eat, and breathe the sport. In a world where
they dream of only great conditions, I encourage
you to follow their Dreams.
’Til next time, watch for Team 601 at a track
near you!
Shawn Peirson
Coach, Rockport Motorsports
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List your products,
services or what have you
here in the

Get yourself seen

@FrontenacGreyRatSnakes
A Species-at-Risk currently classed as Threatened,
Frontenac’s Grey Rat Snakes are Canada’s largest
snake and are only found in this part of the country.
Their future is up to us. Please Like our page, share
your photos and Give Our Snakes a Little Space.

For just $60 a year ($5 an issue) you are in
the Directory for 12 issues.
publisher@ourlakes.ca
613-331-4444

Sign up and get in front
of more potential
customers each issue!
List your products or
services here in the

& get your homebased business seen.
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My Experience with NeLL
Hi! My name is Corey and I am the Operations
Manager for New Leaf Link (NeLL). I have only been
with NeLL for a few short months. And not only am
I new, but my role is new as well. Previously NeLL’s
founder did much of the work that I am now doing.
Before NeLL, I had experienced working with
people with disabilities. However, that was mostly
in rehabilitation settings, such as physiotherapy and
occupational therapy. This was in locations such as
private clinics and hospitals. So, in many ways NeLL
has been a new experience for me.
NeLL’s focus is on education and skill
development. With programming in arts, drama,
music, health, and science, there are many
opportunities for our participants to not just grow,
but to also show us what they can do.
It’s sadly common that the abilities of people
with disabilities are under-estimated. If you were to
visit us, you would be amazed by what our
participants can do. We have some amazing artists,
who have had their work on public display. One
participant has even been given the opportunity to
showcase his art and to offer it for sale at a festival.
Our participants have creative minds too, which
comes through when creating and acting out scenes
in drama. They have already done several plays and
are currently working on a new one. They have
created some wonderful puppets too, which look
good enough for a movie!

We have been working on improving everyone’s
health, too. We just completed a month-long
fundraiser called the Move-A-Thon, which was about
promoting everyone to move (and we hit our goal,
yeah!). We incorporate exercise classes into the
program, and try to do some movement every day,
whether it is soccer-baseball, shooting hoops, or just a
walk around the grounds of the church we are based
in. We are resuming cooking classes too – to promote
healthy eating.
All of this is to say that working at NeLL, with our
participants and our wonderful support workers,
volunteers, and instructors, has been a great
experience for me. It’s one that I wish I could share
with all of you readers. Every day I see amazing things,
and I get to feel good at the end of the day about
what I have done. Who knew that work could be fun?
Corey Armitage
Operations Manager, New Leaf Link
New Leaf Link (NeLL) is a non-profit organization
located in Harrowsmith, Ontario that provides
educational programming to adults living with
developmental and physical disabilities. NeLL does not
receive any government funding and relies heavily on
community support. To learn more, or to donate,
please visit www.newleaflink.ca.
Watch this space for more NeLL stories, pictures,
profiles and more.
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reading our
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Like what you see and want to support us?
Why not purchase an ad?
Because our operation does everything
in-house and produces only an
environmentally friendly, electronic
product, we don’t have the same high
operating costs of traditional media
companies. Our Lakes passes those
savings on to our advertisers. We only sell
three (3) sizes of display ads in a total of
five formats, all must be pre-paid on an
annual basis (i.e., 12 issues at a time).
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